
                                                                                                              

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

SEGA CHALLENGES Wii GAMERS TO ENTER THE

TOURNAMENT OF LEGENDS 

Become a Legend in Epic Weapon & Magic Duels

LONDON & SAN FRANCISCO (February 3rd, 2010) –SEGA® Europe Ltd. and 

SEGA® of America, Inc. are excited to announce a new project in partnership with 

developer High Voltage Software - Tournament of Legends™. Exclusive for Wii™, 

Tournament of Legends is scheduled for release in May 2010. 

Tournament of Legends offers a 3D fighting experience for one or two players, featuring 

a host of fighters based on legends from world mythology:  the Minotaur, a powerful 

Gladiator, a mighty Valkyrie and other well known and awe-inspiring characters. Take 

these fighters to epic battles in fantastic fighting arenas where the combatants wield 

legendary weapons, launch magical attacks and dodge giant mythological creatures that 

protect their lairs. Master a range of incredible combat moves; including unleashing a 

man-eating lion, summoning a deadly rain of arrows and throwing a nest of venomous 

snakes. 

Tournament of Legends strives to offer even the most sophisticated Wii gamer a rich 

weapon fighting experience. Players will be able to switch weapons and enchantments 

with other characters, or compete in various Wii Remote™/Nunchuk™ controller 

challenges which include dodging giant mythological creatures, or restoring health and 

armour during fights.  The game also features an Interactive Training mode and supports 

the Classic Controller™.

Tournament of Legends cinematic effects and graphics are fueled by the High Voltage 

Software Quantum 3 engine, specifically designed and optimized for Wii.  Large 3D 

mythological fighters move fluidly while all fighting arenas, characters, and magical 



attacks are polished by advanced real-time lighting, blended animation, cinematic colour 

curves and more.  

“Tournament of Legends is bringing a unique concept to Wii” said Gary Knight, 

European Marketing Director at SEGA Europe. “Facing off against these legendary 

characters is a powerful experience, while dual wielding the Wii Remote and Nunchuck 

makes arena fighting more intuitive and the face-off with your friends even more 

competitive!”

"With Tournament of Legends, we want to take Wii weapon-based fighting to a bigger 

place. Along with a wide selection of blade weapons and animated magic attacks we’ve 

achieved rich graphical effects and detailed, epic characters with the Quantum 3 engine.  

The mythological characters are some of the biggest 3D playable characters on Wii.” said

Eric Nofsinger, COO of High Voltage Software. 

Tournament of Legends is set to release in May 2010 exclusively for Wii.

For more information and assets, please visit www.sega-press.com 

About SEGA® Europe   Ltd.  :
SEGA® Europe Ltd. is the European Distribution arm of Tokyo, Japan-based SEGA® Corporation, and a
worldwide leader in interactive entertainment both inside and outside the home. The company develops and
distributes interactive entertainment software products for a variety of hardware platforms including PC,
wireless  devices,  and  those  manufactured  by  Nintendo,  Microsoft  and  Sony Computer  Entertainment
Europe. SEGA Europe’s web site is located at www.sega.com. 

About SEGA  ®   of America  , Inc.:
SEGA® of America, Inc. is the American arm of Tokyo, Japan-based SEGA® Corporation, a worldwide 
leader in interactive entertainment both inside and outside the home.  The company develops, publishes and
distributes interactive entertainment software products for a variety of hardware platforms including PC, 
wireless devices, and those manufactured by Nintendo, Microsoft and Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.  
SEGA of America’s Web site is located at www.sega.com/us.
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